AUTOMATED POOL COVER

Aquadeck®
Close... to be perfect!
A pool reflects luxury, family time, exercise

When you choose Aquadeck®, you choose a

and relaxation. Every pool component has to

state-of-the-art product. An Aquadeck® cover

contribute to this expectation. At Aquadeck®

works flawlessly, provides safety, saves you

we see the cover as the most defining part

money and looks great.

of your pool. The cover opens and closes your

Aquadeck®? Close...to be perfect!

perfect day. And it is more than just a cover. It
puts the finishing touch on your pool and gives
your garden extra allure. As a pool owner, your
Aquadeck® cover is a treasure you can be proud
of day after day.

Aquadeck®
Pool Cover
Craftsmanship
At Aquadeck® we are passionate about swimming pools and
we love pool covers. This mindset led us to start producing
pool covers over 20 years ago and become a leading
manufacturer of automatic cover systems. Aquadeck® is
based in Budel, The Netherlands. We produce top-quality
slatted pool covers with care and craftsmanship.
Driven by intensive knowledge and years of experience, our
engineers look for the best and most attractive materials,
develop the smartest designs, and use the safest components.
Innovation never stops – products can always be even better,
smarter or more attractive. We are only satisfied when you are
satisfied.

Want to know more? Visit www.aquadeck.nl

Your pool builder is our partner. They and their team work with our products
every day. Together with them, we find the cover that perfectly meets your
wishes. Every Aquadeck® cover is custom in shape, size and installation.
We proactively create solutions with enthusiastic craftsmanship. Our smart
Aquadeck® OrderTool details the parameters of your pool cover and ensures
flawless installation by the pool builder. Aquadeck® looks after convenient
installation, support and after-sales service. You benefit from a perfect fit and
a short production time of just 14 working days. And you can count on many
years of enjoyment and maximum satisfaction.

Aquadeck® is part of the international Pollet Pool Group, a subsidiary
of the Pollet Group. With eight European distribution locations and two
manufacturing companies (Aquadeck in the Netherlands and Niveko in the
Czech Republic), the Pollet Pool Group focuses on professional swimming pool
builders. The parent Pollet Group is active in three areas: water treatment
(Pollet Water Group), the swimming pool industry (Pollet Pool Group), and the
medical sector (Pollet Medical Group). The parent group has more than
40 companies distributed over Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
Want to know more? Visit www.polletpoolgroup.com

The Aquadeck®
advantages
An automatic pool cover serves several purposes: safety, functionality,
energy savings, design, convenience... and intelligence. Every aspect is
equally important for Aquadeck®. Just as you judge a book by its cover,
the cover defines the aesthetics of your pool. And Aquadeck® goes even
further. With an Aquadeck® pool cover, you can count on additional
advantages alongside aesthetics:

Design
Close to be perfect! A closed Aquadeck® cover
fits perfectly with your pool and looks wonderful.
Aquadeck® creates an uncluttered and luxurious
design. For every pool there is a matching
Aquadeck® cover. The slats harmonise perfectly
with your overall pool and garden aesthetics and are
available in a variety of colours. We also offer a choice
of two different materials: polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
as standard, or polycarbonate (PC) for even higher
quality and longer life.

Additional warranty on
equipment and slats
When you choose Aquadeck®, you choose top quality.
We’re so confident of our quality that we offer longer
warranty terms. We give you a 4-year warranty on
equipment, a 2-year warranty on PVC slats, and a 5-year
warranty on polycarbonate slats.

Anti-algae
Our pride and joy doesn’t hide algae growth, but simply avoids
it. The innovative slot system allows water to pass through
the slats, preventing stagnation. When the cover is opened
or closed, water flows through the slots and circulates in the
coupling chambers, loosening algae deposits for handling
by the water treatment system. The water lifts the scum and
carries it away. This smart solution makes our anti-algae slats
self-cleaning.

Safety
Safety in and around your pool is essential. Aquadeck®
incorporates a variety of safety provisions in the slat
system. The three-chamber compartment increases the
buoyancy of the slats. Additional safety can be provided
by a handle directly below the waterline. And you
can always open and close an Aquadeck® cover both
mechanically and electrically.

Solar slats
Aquadeck® offers a range of high-quality solar slats.
Solar slats are highly popular. They have a transparent
top surface and a heat resistant black undercoat to
make optimal use of solar energy. This reduces energy
consumption for pool heating, and solar slats prolong
your pool season.
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100% watertight
An Aquadeck® cover is an elegant complement to
your swimming pool. Our production department
uses an innovative automated sealing method.
This minimises the humidity in the slat chambers,
reducing condensation when the cover is in use.
In addition, our slats are ultrasonically welded and
coated with silicone to make them 100% watertight.

Create your
cover story
An Aquadeck® cover stands for aesthetics.
A great pool deserves an attractive cover.
Your pool cover has its own personality,
harmonises perfectly with your pool, and
gives your garden extra allure. An entrancing
picture. Close...to be perfect.
Aquadeck wants to help you write your cover
story, because every pool and every cover is
unique. Aquadeck® slats are available in eight
colours and two types of material: polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) and polycarbonate (PC).

Polycarbonate
Polycarbonate slats are more impact resistant
and last longer. Some of our PC slats have
integrated solar chambers. These convert
solar energy into heat, enabling considerable
savings in energy consumption for your pool.
Polycarbonate is hail resistant. PC slats are
suitable for pool covers up to 6 metres wide.

PC
Platinum Solar

Polycarbonate (PC)
for even higher
quality and longer life
Resistant to hail
Up to 6 meters
Highest quality
Long lifespan

PC
Metallic Solar

PC
Solar

PC
Transparant

PVC,
standard slats

Cost-effective choice
Up to 7 meters
Durable material
Less resistant to hail

PVC
Grijs

PVC
Solar

PVC
Transparant

PVC
PVC slats are more economical than
PC. PVC slats are suitable for pools
up to 7 metres wide. PVC is a durable
material, but it is not resistant to hail.

PVC
Wit

Aquadeck®
A perfect fit.
A perfect cover!
Swimming pools have changed a lot in the last 10 years.
Aquadeck® has evolved with this trend and offers a variety
of solutions for every pool. Aquadeck® offers complete,
automatic cover systems for every type of pool. Would you like
to install your cover in a niche? Or at the bottom of the pool?
Or maybe you prefer an above-ground solution?
We offer you smart solutions, easy to install and easy to use.
Your cover is designed for daily use and absolute reliability.

Integration
options
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Aquadeck® covers are top-quality, stylish and hightech products, and they enhance safety. With a fully
automatic Aquadeck® cover, your pool is safely closed
to children and pets. The cover also keeps out leaves,
dirt and insects. Do you need a cover for a new pool or
an existing pool? In cooperation with your professional
pool builder, we offer various installation options for
perfect integration. Here are the seven options:
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In a recess
A niche is constructed at the end of the pool. The wall in

On the bottom

between is slightly lower than the pool walls hiding the

This construction is installed in the floor of the pool. The

cover out of sight but sharing the same water quality.

slats rise through a slot in the bottom. This construction

This construction allows you to profit from the

allows you to use the full length of the pool.

complete length of the pool.
Under water terrace
In the wall

The cover construction is installed on the bottom of the

Here the cover is concealed in the wall. The niche in the

pool. A partition wall is placed as well as a stainless steel

wall is covered by a PVC protective plate. An opening

insert beam. This is closed with tiles,so you can enjoy on

below the PVC-plate allows dirt to escape easily.

a shallow terrace and is ideal for the smaller children or

This construction also allows you to profit from the

for relaxing. The cover rises behind the inserted beam.

complete length of the pool.
Above pool (top mount)
In the pool

The made-to-measure cover is placed above ground,

The cover is mounted directly in the pool and remains

just behind the pool. It is the most simple way of

visible when rolled up. This arrangement is fairly simple.

building an automatic cover.

On the bottom with a corner cover
The cover is installed on the floor of the pool, with a
protective cover for safety and aesthetic reasons. An
opening below the corner cover allows dirt to escape
easily.
Visit our website for more information:
www.aquadeck.nl

Contact one of our recognised dealers.
Aquadeck® works exclusively with professional
pool builders, both national and international.
They will be pleased to give you advice and
help you choose the ideal cover for your pool.
Aquadeck®? Close to be perfect!
www.aquadeck.nl

